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The Harrowing of Peter:
An Extrabiblical Encounter
between Christ and Peter
by
Gary D. Schmidt
Calvin College

Of all the events surrounding the life of Christ, none sees more
elaboration and embellishment during the Middle Ages than the Passion.
Many of these familiar stories take their place in prayer book miniatures,
preacher's manuals, and on the stage. The image on Veronica's veil, the
dream of Pilate's wife, the healing of the blind Longinus, the ominous events
preceding the harrowing-all show a tendency to surround the simple yet
dramatic story of Christ's Passion with corresponding incidents that reflect
aspects of the meaning of the Passion and at the same time are themselves
informed by that Passion.
The stories of Longinus, Veronica, and Pilate's wife were well known
during the Middle Ages, having become part of the cultural understanding
of the Passion. But other tales, though equally dramatic and carrying similar
meanings, were not as successfully transmitted, as shown by their infrequent
appearance in art and literature. One sucli legend, quite obscure in our own
day, deals with the events immediately following Peter's three denials
of Christ.
According to this tale, Peter goes out from the courtyard after the cock
crows. Weeping bitterly, he flees to a cave called Gallicantus-literally, the
"song of the cock"-and weeps with tears so hot that they burn furrows down
his cheeks. Here the earliest versions of the legend end, but later versions
include a visitation by Christ, who appears to Peter in the cave. Though no
one knows what words were supposedly spoken at that meeting, the
legend suggests that it is at this moment that Christ forgives Peter his
denials.
Like so many of the apocryphal tales, the flight of Peter to Gallicantus
has no firm scriptural basis. But unlike others, there are some scriptural pegs
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on which the story can be hung. After Peter's third denial, the Gospels of
both Matthew and Luke record he "egressus foras, flevit amare" (Matt. 26.75;
Luke 22.62; "He went outside and wept bitterly"). Apparently Peter left the
courtyard where he had been questioned, but the passage does not indicate
where he went.
The Gospel of Luke gives the fullest account of Christ's resurrection
appearances, and the order of appearances that is sometimes illustrated in
medieval art-to the Marys, to Peter, and then to the pilgrims on the road
to Emmaus-is taken from the twenty-fourth chapter of Luke. There, two
men in gleaming clothes announce the Resurrection to the women. They,
in turn, bring the news to the disciples, and Peter runs to the tomb. (In the
Gospel of John, Peter is accompanied by John, who reaches the tomb first,
though he does not enter until after Peter.) When he sees the empty tomb,
Peter "abiit secum mirans quod factum fuerat" (Luke 24.12; Peter "went away,
wondering to himself what had happened"). The appearance to the pilgrims
on the road to Emmaus follows.
Neither of the first two incidents indicates that Christ himself appeared;
even the angels have gone by the time Peter reaches the tomb (though
Matt. 28.9 does record that Christ appeared to the women after they left the
tomb). However, there is apparently an appearance unrecorded in scripture,
which forms the base for the legend of Peter in the cave. After Christ reveals
himself to the Emmaus pilgrims, they return to the disciples and announce
that the news of the Resurrection is indeed true: "Quod surrexit Dominus
vere, et apparuit Simoni" (Luke 24.34). The final clause-"He has appeared
to Simon" -is curious, since there has been no mention of such a meeting.
These pilgrims could have known this only if Christ himself had told them
that he had appeared to Peter. When this appearance took place and what
was said remains unrecorded.
One of the early explanations for this appearance was that it occurred
after John and Peter had left the tomb. According to this explanation,John
and Peter must have separated and Christ appeared while Peter was on the
road alone. This legend is developed in The Mirrour of the Blessed Lyf ofjesu
Christ, a translation of Bonaventure's thirteenth-century Meditations on the
Life of Christ made by Nicholas Love before 1410. He writes,
Peter that was most fervent in love, inwardly
sorrowing that he saw not his Lord, and being
unable to rest because of his great love, took his
way alone towards the sepulchre, for he did not
know where else to seek him. And soon after our
benign Lord Jesus, having compassion on his
sorrow, appeared to him in the way and greeted
him saying, "Peace to thee Simon." And therewith
Peter, smiting himself sadly on the breast, and
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falling down on the ground, with weeping said,
"Lord, I acknowledge my great trespass in that I
cowardly forsook thee and other times falsely
denied thee," and therewith he kissed his feet.
And our Lord, benignly lifting him up, said, "Be
in peace, and dread not, for all thy sins are
forgiven thee. I knew thy infirmity better than
thyself, and therefore I told thee before. But now
go and strengthen and comfort your brothers, for
I have overcome death and all your adversaries
and enemies." 1
This encounter also appears in some of the French Passion plays. It first
occurs in the mid-fifteenth-century Passion of Arras, in which the disciples
reject the announcement of the three Marys because the doctrine of the
Resurrection could not be founded on the testimony of women. Peter goes
to the sepulcher and prays that God will give him proof of the Resurrection.
In answer, Christ appears to Peter. 2 The late fifteenth-century Greban Passion tells how Peter prays that he might see Christ only out of affection for
his Lord.3 In Britain the legend is found in the Southern Passion, from the
first quarter of the thirteenth century, in which Peter, who loved his Lord
most, goes sorrowfully to the sepulchre. Christ appears and forgives the saint
for his denial. The author suggests that the sinful reader might take hope
from this example. 4
Peter Comestor in his twelfth-century In evangelia, part of his Historia
scholastica, recounts a different, nonbiblical legend involving Peter. This
encyclopedic work, written between 1169 and 1173, was designed to supercede
the Glossa ordinaria and provide a compendium of biblical commentary. One
of its great virtues is its extraordinary completeness: it leaves hardly any area
of medieval knowledge untouched. Comes tor's methodology involves citing
a passage and then discussing its theological implications. In these citations,
Comestor incorporates a great deal of legendary material into traditional
commentary.5
In the chapters of In evangelia, Comestor organizes the story of the Passion
week into a chronicle of the events of each successive day and presents events
subsequent to the Resurrection as a series of ten apparitiones. Here we find
one of the earliest references to Peter and a cave. Comestor makes the first
extant reference to the legend of Peter's flight to Gallicantus when he writes
that, after the third denial, Peter "departed out crying bitterly, and fled alone
to a cave called Gallicantus [the pit of cock's crow], in which place a church
has been built." 6
Comestor gives no motive for this flight other than an implied despair.
However, several other medieval works use Peter's flight to the cave as
evidence of his confusion and moral despair following his denial. The
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Dialogue between the Blessed Virgi,n and St. Anselm, by the Pseudo-Anselm, notes

that Peter fearfully ran to conceal himself in the rock known as Gallicantus
and did not appear as long as Christ was dying on the cross.' The Cursor
mundi, written around 1300, suggests that Peter went to rest under a rock
on the night of the denial, "for he ne wijt quider-ward to weind ne quat that
him war best." 8 The Southern Passion has Peter flee to an old pit, and "wepy·
ing ther he lay,/ That is the put of cokkes crowe / ycluped yet to this day." 9
And in the fourteenth century, the French Livre de la passion has Peter flee
to the rock "pour sez pechiez." 10
These references do not mention an encounter with Christ, but instead
concentrate on Peter's motivation for flight to the cave. One motive is clearly
fear for his own life and his confusion about where to go; here the cave is
a safe place. Another motive makes the cave a place of penitence, where Peter
lies on the ground and weeps. And yet another seems to make it a purgatorial
place, where Peter goes because of his sins. In each case Peter flees alone
into the cold and darkness, in contrast to his earlier desire to move closer
to the communal fire, where he was queried about his association with Christ.
Peter's solitary repentance in the cave of Gallicantus was not a popular
scene in art. It does appear in the fifteenth-century Hours of Catherine of Cleves,
but only in the marginalia. The image is included in the lower margin of
a miniature depicting Christ before Caiaphas (fol. 52v). 11 There, Christ wears
a mantle whose long sleeves cover his bound wrists as he is held around the
waist by a soldier;just behind him, Peter, seemingly within earshot of Christ,
makes his denial to a turbaned woman. He holds his red robes around
himself protectively. In the lower margin Peter, weeping and repentant,
kneels in a dark cave; his robes are loosely scattered around him. This is
one of only two such apocryphal scenes in the margins of the miniatures
in this Book of Hours; the other, that on fol. 65, depicts a woman who brings
bread to Christ while he is imprisoned.12
But this movement into darkness and despair is still only half the legend.
In one sense, the second half announces resurrection both for the risen Christ
and the forgiven Peter, as Christ redeems Peter from out of the darkness of the cave. This meeting is first chronicled in the Golden Legend of
Jacob ofVoragine, who completed his work before 1270 and possibly as early
as 1255. The Golden Legend is a composite work, drawing on many sources
undoubtedly still current in the thirteenth century. One of these anonymous
sources contains the legend of Christ's appearance to Peter, and Jacob lists
it as the third meeting between the resurrected Christ and his disciples. The
following passage is from William Caxton's translation.
He appered to saynt pieter, but whan ne in what
place it is not knowen, by yf it were by auenture
whan he returned fro the monument wyth saynt
Johan. For it myght wel be that saynt peter
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in summe place torned fro sayntjohan where god
appiered to hym, or by auenture whan he was
allone in the monument. Lyke as it is sayd in
scolastica historia, or parauenture in a caue or a
fosse. For it is redde in thistoryes, whan he renyed
and forsake our lord, that he fledde in to a caue
where as ther montayn is whiche is called the
montayne of the cocque, or ellis after that it is
said, that he wepte thre dayes contynuelly after
that he had renyed god, and there Jesus appered
to hym and comforted hym sayeng, Peter here the
vertu of obedyence, to whome our lord sheweth
hym.13
Jacob is not particularly selective, giving us three options to choose from
when dealing with the appearance of Christ to Peter. The first is the
more commonly accepted appearance to Peter after he had separated
from John. The second is the legend of Christ meeting Peter at the mouth
of a cave. The third suggests no geographical location of Peter's flight
but does stress the nature of the meeting, which was one of repentance
and forgiveness.
This addition to the legend completely reverses its tone. Peter's purga·
torial weeping and descent into darkness work towards his redemption; he
is forgiven because of his repentance. This legend, then, becomes a case in
point of the larger story of Christ's Passion as a prelude to man's redemp•
tion. Peter is a type of the larger dimension and significance of the story
to which the legend is appended.
Early Christian artists see Peter in much the same way. The scene they
most often depict is the apostle and Christ on the night of the arrest.
Peter generally faces Christ, who holds up three fingers to indicate the
number of times that Peter will deny him. Peter makes some sort of gesture
of disbelief, sometimes holding his hand over his mouth. To make sure there
is no mistake about the meaning of the scene, a cock is often in the
foreground; sometimes it is elevated on a column. 14 These images are often
linked to another meeting between Christ and Peter, when the saint is given
the keys of the kingdom. Christ gives the sinner the right to remit the sins
of other sinners, and the linkage expresses the central notion of Christian
redemption. The image of the metamorphosed sinner calls other men
to repentance.
These early scenes do not show Christ confronting Peter after the denial,
so the notion of forgiveness is dependent upon the association between the
two meetings. After the Carolingian period, the depiction of Christ gestur·
ing with three fingers and Peter making his denial virtually disappeared.
Thus another image had to take on the burden of carrying the theological
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notion of forgiveness, and in some cases it was the encounter within the cave
that carried it.
The earliest scene of the confrontation between Peter and Christ is from
the thirteenth century and figures in the choir enclosure of Notre Dame at
Paris. Here the sculptor has tried to reproduce scenes from the life of Christ
by carefully following their order in the Golden Legend; he has thus introduced
both authentic and apocryphal scenes. In the bas-relief showing Peter, the
artist includes both elements of the version in the Golden Legend. In the left·
hand scene, Peter sees Christ in the tomb as John hesitates outside. To the
right, a larger-than-life Christ, garbed in the robes he wore during his
harrowing of hell, blesses Peter, ensconced in a rock; the saint has his hands
lifted in prayer. Except for the position of the hands the scene is very similar
to that of a window at St. Godard in Rouen, in which Christ appears to Peter,
refuged in a grotto. Emile Male, in describing the two Notre Dame scenes,
suggests that the artist was unable to choose between these two versions. 15
However, if the artist were making visual the text of the Golden Legend, he
would not want to choose between these appearances, but instead portray
both as possible, since both have the authority of one of the most popular
texts of the thirteenth century.
The scene also is shown in a late fourteenth-century manuscript of
Le livre de la passion, held in the Vatican Library (Codex Reginensis 473,
fol. 18r). In this illustration, Christ is larger than any of the other figures
and makes three appearances: to Mary Magdalene and the apostles, to the
pilgrims from Emmaus, and to Peter. Peter is half-hidden in a grotto outlined
in the same billowy fashion as the rocks of the Utrecht Psalter. The caption
reads, "How Our Saviour appeared on Easter Day to a number of persons,
as to his apostles, to the pilgrims, to the Magdalene and to several others." 16
Christ's appearance to Peter in a grotto also figures prominently in an
early fifteenth-century Biblia pauperum (MS. 333 from the University Library,
Freiburg im Breisgau, and MS. 719-720 from the Pierpont-Morgan Library
in New York). 17 The manuscript was produced between 1390 and 1410, most
probably after 1400, and though there is no direct internal evidence to
indicate the place of origin, artistic and historical investigations have concluded that it comes from Strasbourg. 18 In the miniature, Christ is clad in
his harrowing-of.hell robes and clutches his vexillum; he confronts Peter, who
kneels at the mouth of a dark cave. Christ stands absolutely, rigidly straight
and holds his vexillum perpendicular to the ground. Peter, kneeling, leans
forward only slightly. Instead of holding out his hands to Peter, Christ shows
his wounds, thus testifying to his bodily resurrection. Peter is the orant, both
hands held out in prayer rather than reaching out to Christ. The miniature
is captioned 'Jesus erschein petro alleine" (Jesus appears to Peter alone).
Peter's portrait is very traditional. Emile Male notes that the apostle is
often depicted as a well-built figure, with short hair and a beard which is
both abundant and curly. He has dark, though sometimes reddened,
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eyes and a strong though not prominent nose. This depiction corresponds
to the scriptural description of the saint, whose nature is sanguine, impulsive,
and rather headstrong. 19 It also corresponds to the image of Peter in this
manuscript, where he appears in a large number of its illustrations, always
in the forefront, always identifiable by his curly hair. In the scene of the
encounter in the cave, the halo around his headxeveals the curly hair against
the darkness of the cave entrance.
The artist of the Freiburg manuscript had a limited number of models
from which to choose as he drew this image. Perhaps the model for the
figures of Christ and Peter came from a manuscript of the Histo_ria evangelia
copied and illustrated in 1399 by Rudiger Schopf, a secular priest in Freiburg,
who copied manuscripts there between 1392 and 1415. 20 This manuscriptnow Badische Landesbibliothek MS. Tennenbach 8-is copiously illustrated.
Though it frequently includes images of Christ and Peter, it merely men•
tions Peter's flight to the cave called Gallicantus on fol. 82r; it does not
illustrate the scene.
The Golden Legend had, however, a definite influence on the work. For
although the manuscript includes very few apocryphal scenes after the initial
section on Mary, it does contain both legends concerned with Christ's
appearance alone to Peter. And the manuscript follows the order of the
Golden Legend appearances to the Marys, to the pilgrims, and to Peter, though
it includes other scenes that correspond to the scriptural account. A
miniature depicting the arrival of Peter and John at the empty tomb
(fol. 40v) is followed by one depicting Christ's appearance to Mary Magdalene
(fol. 4lr), to the three Marys as a group (fol. 4lr), and to the Emmaus pilgrims
(fol. 42r). Christ's appearance to Peter occurs at fol. 42v.
That the artist includes this triumvirate of resurrection scenes does not
indicate a slavish following of the Golden Legend. In choosing to include these
images, he also chooses to omit many other apocryphal scenes included
elsewhere in the text. This suggests that the ordering principle behind the
work is the central theme of redemption, the reinstatement of sinful man
to a proper relationship with his Lord. The work is not concerned with the
merely sensational or the merely vivid.
This principle orders the entire Freiburg Biblia pauperum. Many of
the miniatures are devoted to scenes where Christ confronts a single
character: the individual disciples, the Samaritan woman at the well,Jairus,
Nicodemus, the rich young ruler. The artist devotes nine scenes to healings
and seven to the driving out of demons. Three scenes depict encounters
with Mary Magdalene and Zaccheus. These are included at least partially
because the artist saw them as irµportant parts of Christ's ministry. Except
those scenes in which demons fly out of mouths, however, the miniatures
are all undramatic reinstatements of proper relationships.
In making this emphasis, the artist is consciously calling for a devotional
response from the reader, and the notion of the Biblia pauperum's being a
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devotional tool is at the very heart of the manuscript. The manuscript is in
many ways a reflective storybook, a product of a medieval contemplative
mind that used tools in order to channel and focus religious feeling. The
numerous Passion scenes, with their abundant use of red ink and sorrowful
and demonic faces and instruments of torture, are in particular an expres·
sion of the profound religious feeling that characterizes the period and the
manuscript. Some thirty scenes starkly depict a torment. These scenes are
calling for a response; the reader is to contemplate the wounds of Christ
and to recognize his corresponding debt.
Christ's appearance to Peter in the cave is quite different from the Passion
scenes. It is one of many instances in which the artist has Christ appear to
a single character, and here the emphasis is clearly on the restoration of Peter.
The tone of the image is one of gentleness and calm, quite different from
the extreme, violent images of the ten folios dedicated to crucifixion scenes.
Christ's face is tranquil, but there is also an energy which propels him for·
ward to the saint. Christ's left hand reaches out, his head leans towards the
cave, and his right foot steps eagerly forward; the wounds on his foot and
hand still bleed. Peter, kneeling in the mouth of the cave, is also eager, and
his desire is shown by his outstretched hands, held palms up and open in
a gesture ofloyalty and obedience. His body leans slightly forward, the angles
of the rocks and the two trees on the hill above him accentuate this stance,
for they also lean towards Christ.
The Biblia pauperum miniature is one of the few illustrations of this
encounter where Christ and Peter are very close, almost touching; and it
_ sets up the image on the next folio, where Christ, seated and surrounded
by all of his disciples, is seen robed in the garments he wore when he harrowed hell. Peter is at his right hand. From then on Peter appears near Christ
on every folio until after the Ascension. The illustration of Peter within the
cave has established the tenor of repentance, forgiveness, and redemption
which permeates the final folios of the manuscript and which is an important devotional aspect of the work. The restoration of Peter works as the
archetype of the restoration of the fallen soul.
On one level, however, the inclusion of this legend in the Biblia pauperum
is curious. Unlike most manuscripts of this sort, the Frei burg and PierpontMorgan MSS do not have a great deal of apocryphal material; indeed, after
the early scenes of the life of Mary, there is almost none. Even scenes of the
death and assumption of the Blessed Virgin, which conclude so many of these
works, are not present, though admittedly the manuscript might not have
been finished; the last folio does_have an empty space for an additional
miniature. And what is perhaps most surprising, there are no illustrations
showing Christ's harrowing of hell, an almost ubiquitous image elsewhere.
The vast majority of Biblia pauperum do include this scene of Christ's descent
into hell, usually depicting the entrance to the underworld as either a
Leviathan-like mouth, a crenellated castle, or, most often, a cave. Christ,
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leading the soul out of the darkness of hell to heaven, typically leans down
and clasps the hand of either Adam or an anonymous saint.
It would seem that this subject would have appealed to the artist of the
Biblia pauperum discussed above, for he had already shown his adeptness at
drawing devils in the temptation scenes and for placing characters in
dramatic confrontations in the Passion scenes. However, there is no such
scene here. Yet in the midst of this orthodoxy-in the midst of those illustra•
tions which follow the scriptural tale so closely-the artist did choose to
include the obscure apocryphal image of Christ appearing to Peter as he
hides in a cave following his denial of his Lord. The subject seems oddly
out of place, for though no harrowing scene has preceded this image, Christ
appears in the robes worn during his harrowing of hell.
The scene discussed is the only real hint of the harrowing of hell in the
Freiburg manuscript. Otherwise, it moves directly from the deposition, to
the guarded tomb, to the Resurrection, and then proceeds to the resurrec·
tion appearances. The omission at first seems curious, for although the artist
of the Freiburg manuscript does not include many apocryphal scenes, he
has here chosen to omit a common tale with universal acceptance and to
include instead a somewhat obscure meeting between Christ and Peter.
However, given that the manuscript was intended to be used as a
devotional tool-one which channeled and focused religious feeling and
thought and perception-the exclusion is valid. In pursuing his aim, the artist
chooses to include an image which focuses more clearly on individual repen•
tance and subsequent forgiveness than the harrowing scene, which really has
little to do with personal repentance. It is at the same time very interesting
that if the artist had replaced the image of Peter by a line of anonymous
souls, he would have had to change nothing else to have a conventional
depiction of the harrowing. The posture of Christ and the presence of the
cave would be enough to suggest the apocryphal rescue.
This suggests a number of things about what the legend of the meeting
between Christ and Peter had come to mean by the fifteenth century. Peter
flees to the cave principally because of his shame and his sin of denial, not
necessarily because of his fear of detection. His flight and descent are both
a physical withdrawal from the situation of his betrayal and his potential
accusers and a spiritual withdrawal from his own inescapable conscience and
from Christ himself. This is a purgatorial place for Peter, in that he
recognizes his own guilt and rejection of his proper relationship to his Lord.
Thus the cave is more than just an element of topography; its darkness,
its hiddenness, its emptiness, its isolation, its barrenness are physical
manifestations of Peter's spiritual state.
But the moment of seeing Christ is simultaneously the moment of
repentance and forgiveness. Most often Peter is pictured as coming out from
the cave, thus abandoning his despondent spiritual state. Peter's gesture
towards Christ is both spontaneous and sincere; it suggests that the bonds
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of loyalty, love, and obedience have been reestablished. Christ comes to
release Peter from his self.inflicted hell. The apostle thus becomes one more
blessed soul delivered from the darkness of hell. Though his has not been
a physical death, it has certainly been a spiritual death. His release combines
elements of both, as Christ caHs Peter from the physical cave and spiritual
despair.
The final effect of this legend and image is complex. In the individual
act of forgiveness and salvation is the germ of the corporate salvation offered
to the blessed souls held in hell before the harrowing. Christ's appearance
foretells the coming resurrection and emphasizes his role as a redeemer.
The entire scene is a paradigm of the act of Christian salvation itself,
universalizing what at first seems unique.
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illustrations of Christ's adult life, found its way to the university library. The
New York portion, containing 33 illustrations of the Virgin and the childhood of
Jesus, traveled first to Britain and then, by the end of the nineteenth century, to
America. It has been held by the Pierpont-Morgan Library since 1927.
19. Emile Male, Les saints compagnons du Christ (Paris: Hartmann, 1958), 88. Note the
additional discussion of these investigations in Beckmann and Schroth, 1-4.
20. This manuscript was in the possession of the Carthusian monastery in Frei burg
until 1789 and was produced in the same workshop as the Frei burg Biblia pauperum.

